Semiconductor quantum dots may be used in so -called third -generation solar cells that have the potential to greatly increase the photon conversion efficiency via two effects: (1) the production of mul tiple excitons from a single photon of sufficient energy and (2) the formation of intermediate bands in the bandgap that use sub -bandgap photons to form separable electron-hole pairs. This is possible because quantization of energy levels in quantum dots produces the following effects: enhanced Auger processes and Coulomb coupling between charge carriers; elimination of the requirement to conserve crystal momentum; slowed hot electron-hole pair (exciton) cooling; multiple exciton generation; and forma tion of minibands (delocalized electronic states) in quantum dot arrays. For exciton multi plication, very high quantum yields of 300-700% for exciton formation in PbSe, PbS, PbTe, and CdSe quantum dots have been reported at photon energies about 4-8 times the HOMO-LUMO transition energy (quantum dot bandgap), respectively, indi cating the formation of 3-7 excitons/photon, depending upon the photon energy. For intermediate -band solar cells, quantum dots are used to create the intermediate bands from the con fined electron states in the conduction band. By means of the intermediate band, it is possible to absorb below -bandgap energy photons. This is predicted to produce solar cells with enhanced photocurrent without voltage degradation.
Introduction
This ar ticle summarizes and reviews the application of quantization effects in semiconductor nanocrystals to produce thirdgeneration quantum dot (QD) solar cells that can deliver solar electricity at very low cost. The establishment of an extremely low -cost goal of $0.02-$0.04/kWh for solar power requires a cell conversion efficiency of about 50% but with a total cost of $125/m 2 . Such combinations of cost and efficiency require truly disruptive technologies that do not exist at the present time. However, the attainment of these goals does not conflict with nor violate any fundamental scientific principles and is theoretically feasible.
Here, we discuss two approaches based on semiconductor quantum dots and quantum dot arrays that could lead to ultrahigh efficiencies through enhanced photocurrent. One approach is based on using highenergy photons in the solar spectrum to create mul tiple electron-hole pairs from sin gle photons; the second is based on the formation of an intermediate band (IB) within the semiconductor bandgap that enables the absorption of sub -bandgap photons to excite electrons from the valence band to the IB followed by the absorption of a second sub -bandgap photon to excite the electrons in the IB to the conduction band.
Approach
As is well known, the maximum thermodynamic efficiency for the conversion of unconcentrated solar irradiance into electrical free energy in the radiative limit, assuming detailed balance, a single threshold absorber, and thermal equilibrium between electrons and phonons, was calculated by Shockley and Queisser in 1961 1 to be about 31%. For full solar concentration (46,300 suns), the maximum singlebandgap efficiency increases to about 41%.
In the Shockley-Queisser analysis, two major factors limit the conversion efficiency to 31%: (1) the excess kinetic energy of hot photogenerated carriers created by the absorption of supra -bandgap photons is lost as heat through phonon emission, and (2) photons less than the bandgap are not absorbed. The first approach to thirdgeneration solar cells discussed here addresses the first factor in the ShockleyQueisser analysis (thermalization loss of hot electrons), whereas the second approach addresses the second factor (loss of sub -bandgap photons).
Multiple -Exciton -Generation Solar Cells
There are two fundamental ways to prevent the thermalization loss produced from the absorption of high -energy photons above the bandgap in a singlebandgap system. One way produces an enhanced photovoltage; the other way produces an enhanced photocurrent. The former requires that the hot carriers be extracted from the photoconverter before they cool, [2] [3] [4] whereas the latter requires the hot carriers to produce two or more electron-hole pairs; 5, 6 in QDs this is known as mul tiple exciton generation (MEG). 7 The former proc ess results in a thermodynamic limit at 1 sun of about 66%, whereas the latter produces a thermodynamic limit of about 45%. 8 At full solar concentration (46,300 suns), both approaches converge at 86% conversion efficiency. The latter proc ess is well known in bulk semiconductors and is termed impact ionization; it is the inverse of the Auger proc ess whereby one of two electron-hole pairs recombines to produce a single highly energetic electron-hole pair.
Intermediate -Band Solar Cells
To capture and use photons less than the bandgap energy, IB solar cells can be used that are based on the so -called in termediate -band ma te rials. 9 These ma terials are characterized by the existence of an intermediate band located between the conventional semiconductor conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) (Figure 1 ).
Because of the IB, below -bandgapenergy photons can contribute to the cell photocurrent by pumping electrons from the VB to the IB and from the IB to the CB. But most importantly, because the IB is isolated from the CB and the VB by a zero density of states, "carrier relaxation" between bands becomes difficult and the carrier statistics in each band is described by its own quasi -Fermi level. It can be shown that, under this assumption, the voltage supplied by the cell, given by the electron-hole quasi -Fermi level split, is still limited by the high bandgap E G and not by any of the lower bandgaps (E L or E H ). The study of the limiting photovoltaic con version efficiency of the IB approach reveals a limiting efficiency 9, 10 of ϳ47% at 1 sun (ϳ63% at full solar concentration) for this concept, as compared with ϳ43% for a two -gap tandem solar cell at 1 sun (ϳ55% for full solar concentration).
Electron-Hole Pair Multiplication in Quantum Dots
The formation of mul tiple electron-hole pairs per absorbed photon by impact ionization in bulk semiconductors has not contributed meaningfully to improved quantum yields in working solar cells, primarily because the impact ionization efficiency does not reach significant values until photon energies reach the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. In bulk semiconductors, the threshold photon energy for impact ionization exceeds that required for energy conservation alone, because in addition to conserving energy, crystal momentum must be conserved. Furthermore, the rate of impact ionization must compete with the rate of energy relaxation by electron-phonon scat tering. It has been shown that the rate of impact ionization becomes competitive with phonon scattering rates only when the kinetic energy of the electron is many times the bandgap energy E g . [11] [12] [13] Thus, in Si the impact ionization efficiency was found to be only 5% (i.e., total quantum yield ϭ 105%) at a photon energy h Ϸ 4 eV (3.6 ϫ E g ), and 25% at h Ϸ 4.8 eV (4.4 ϭ E g ). 14, 15 This large blueshift of the threshold photon energy for impact ionization in semiconductors prevents ma te rials such as bulk Si and GaAs from yielding improved solar conversion efficiencies. 6, 15 However, in quantum dots, the rate of Auger proc esses, including the inverse Auger proc ess of exciton multiplication, is greatly enhanced because of carrier confinement and the concomitantly increased electron-hole Coulomb interaction (see Figure 2 ). Furthermore, crystal momentum need not be conserved because momentum is not a good quantum number for three -dimensionally-confined carriers. Indeed, very efficient mul tiple electronhole pair generation (MEG) by one photon has been reported recently in PbSe, PbS, PbTe, and CdSe nanocrystals. 7, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] A quantum yield of 300% was reported for 3.9 -nm -diameter PbSe quantum dots at a photon energy of 4 E g , indicating the formation of three excitons per photon for every photoexcited QD in the sample, and 700% quantum yield was reported in PbSe at an excitation energy of eight times the bandgap. 19 A new possible mechanism for MEG was also introduced that invokes a coherent superposition of mul tiple excitonic states, meaning that mul tiple excitons are essentially created instantly upon absorption of high -energy photons. 7, 18 Other models to explain MEG have also been published recently. 21, 22 Multiexcitons are detected by monitoring the signature of multiexciton decay dynamics using transient absorption spectroscopy of the photoinduced absorption change at the band edge, which is proportional to the number of electron-hole pairs created in the sample. 7, 16 The transients are detected by probing either with a band edge (energy gap or HOMO-LUMO transition energy ϵ E g ) probe pulse, or with a mid -infrared probe pulse that monitors intraband transitions in the newly created excitons. 7 In Figure 3 , the de pend ence of the MEG quantum yield on the ratio of the pump pho ton energy to the bandgap (E h /E g ) varies from 1.9 to 5.0 for PbSe quantum dot samples with E g ϭ 0.73 eV (diameter ϭ 5.7 nm), E g ϭ 0.82 eV (diameter ϭ 4.7 nm), and E g ϭ 0.91 eV (diameter ϭ 3.9 nm). The data show, for ex ample, that for the 3.9 -nm QD (E g ϭ 0.91 eV), the quantum yield reaches a remarkable value of 300% at E h /E g ϭ 4.0, indicating that the quantum dots produce three excitons per absorbed photon. The data also showed that the quantum yield begins to surpass 100% at E h /E g values Ͼ 2.0 (see Figure 3 ).
Quantum Dot Solar Cells
The two fundamental pathways for enhancing the conversion efficiency (increased photovoltage [2] [3] [4] or increased photocurrent 2, 5, 6 ) can be accessed, in principle, in three different QD solar cell configurations; these configurations are shown in Figure 4 and described here. However, it is emphasized that although 300% quantum yield was meas ured for exciton formation in the QDs, no group has yet reported enhanced photocurrent with photocurrent quantum yields greater than 100% in any QD -based photon conversion device where the mul tiple excitons are dissociated and the electron and holes separated and collected in an external circuit. Such experiments are currently in progress. Ther modynamic calculations 8 based on detailed balance show that at 1 sun the upper conversion efficiency limit for MEG with a quantum yield of 200% is 42%; with a quantum yield of 300% the limit is 43%. Thus, most of the efficiency gain above the Shockley-Queisser 31% limit is obtained with just 2 excitons/photon. Some specific QD cell configurations being investigated are Photoelectrodes composed of QD arrays. In this configuration, the QDs are formed into an ordered three -dimensional (3D) array with inter -QD spacing sufficiently small such that strong electronic coupling occurs and minibands are formed to enable long -range electron trans port (see Figure 4a) . The system is a 3D analog to a 1D superlattice and the miniband structures formed therein. 2 The delocalized quantized 3D miniband states could be expected to slow the carrier cooling and permit the transport and collection of hot carriers to produce a higher photopotential in a photovoltaic cell or in a photoelectrochemical cell where the 3D QD array is the photoelectrode. Also, impact ionization might be expected to occur in the QD arrays, enhancing the photocurrent.
QD -sensitized nanocrystalline TiO 2 solar cells. This configuration is a variation of a recent promising new type of photovoltaic cell that is based on dyesensitization of nanocrystalline TiO 2 layers. [23] [24] [25] In this pho tovoltaic cell, dye mole cules are chemisorbed onto the surface of 10-30 -nm TiO 2 par ticles that have been sintered into a highly porous, nanocrystalline, 10-20 -μm TiO 2 film. Upon photoexcitation of the dye molecules, electrons are very efficiently injected from the excited state of the dye into the conduction band of the TiO 2 , affecting charge separation and producing a photovoltaic effect.
For the QD -sensitized cell, QDs are substituted for the dye mole cules (see Figure 4b) ; they can be adsorbed from a colloidal QD solution 24 or produced in situ. [27] [28] [29] [30] Successful PV effects in such cells have been reported for several semiconductor QDs, including InP, CdSe, CdS, and PbS. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Possible advantages of QDs as compared with dye mole cules are efficient MEG, the tunability of optical properties with size, and better heterojunction formation with solid hole conductors.
QDs dispersed in organic semiconductor polymer matrices. Recently, photovoltaic effects have been reported in structures consisting of QDs forming junctions with organic semiconductor polymers (see Figure 4c) . In one configuration, a disordered array of CdSe QDs is formed in a holeconducting polymer-poly(2 -methoxy,5 -(2' -ethyl) -hexyloxy -p -phenylenevinylene) (MEH -PPV). 31 Upon photoexcitation of the QDs, the photogenerated holes are injected into the MEH -PPV polymer phase and are collected via an electrical contact to the polymer phase. The electrons remain in the CdSe QDs and are collected through diffusion and percolation in the nanocrystalline phase to an electrical contact to the QD network. Initial results show relatively low conversion efficiencies 31, 32 but improvements have been reported with rod -like CdSe nanocrys tal shapes 33 embedded in poly(3 -hexylth io phene) (the rod -like shape enhances electron transport through the nanocrystalline QD phase).
A variation of these configurations is to disperse the QDs into a blend of electronconducting and hole -conducting polymers (see Figure 4c ). This scheme is the inverse of light -emitting diode structures based on QDs. In the photovoltaic cell, each type of carrier -transporting polymer would have a se lective electrical contact to remove the respective charge carriers. A critical factor for success is to prevent electron-hole recombination at the interfaces of the two polymer blends; prevention of electron-hole recombination is also critical for the other QD configurations mentioned above.
Intermediate -Band Solar Cells
There are mul tiple issues behind the IB cell concept that merit a detailed discussion. For this, the reader should refer to some selected references. [34] [35] [36] To emphasize one of them, we shall mention the reason, recently discussed in Reference 37, that the introduction of energy levels within the semiconductor bandgap is not expected to create nonradiative recombination centers that reduce the per form ance of the cell instead of improving it. The fundamental explanation is that the wave function associated with the electrons in the IB has to be delocalized for the IB to improve efficiency. This is contrary to conventional nonradiative recombination centers, which are tightly bound. Actually, the term "band" in the IB concept is used to emphasize this aspect.
QDs have been proposed 38 as one of the means of manufacturing the IB solar cell. In this respect, the IB would arise from the confined electronic states of the electrons in the potential wells of the conduction band (Figure 1) . Delocalization of the electrons in the IB could be achieved by increasing their density until the electron wave functions have significant overlap and become delocalized (Mott transition).
39 This is analogous to the miniband formation illustrated in Figure 4 and discussed above for arrays of QDs.
QDs have the potential to truly isolate the intermediate band from the conduction band by means of a zero density of states. Actually, it is this isolation that is considered to be re spon sible for the controversial [40] [41] [42] "phonon bottleneck" effect through which a transition from the CB to the IB is believed to be inhibited because of the low probability of simultaneous multiphonon interactions with electrons needed to bridge the energy difference between the CB and the IB.
To facilitate the absorption of photons that cause transitions from the IB to the CB, the IB must be half -filled with electrons so that there are enough electrons to have a reasonable rate of electron promotion from the IB to the CB. This can be accomplished through n -type modulation doping of the barrier 43 region between dots at an approximate concentration that equals the dot concentration.
The basic structure of QD-IB solar cell prototype cells consists of 10 layers of InAs/GaAs QDs sandwiched by p and n GaAs emitters and grown by molecularbeam epitaxy in the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode. 44 Figure 5 shows a typical current-voltage characteristic compared with that of a test GaAs sample. As can be seen, the photogenerated current appears to be approximately the same. However, an examination of the quantum efficiency of the cells ( Figure 6 ) reveals this is not the case. The QD-IB solar cell exhibits an extended response for photon energies lower than the GaAs bandgap. The contribution to the total current of the cell resulting from below -bandgap -energy photons is small (1%). In this case, poor absorption provided by the QDs is unable to overcome the open -circuit voltage loss. The degradation of the open -circuit voltage, contrary to expectations, as discussed earlier, can be partially explained in terms of an effective reduction in the total bandgap of the QD as a result of the existence of the valence -band offset, but it is also likely contributed to by the presence of a higher density of defects, which reduces minority carrier lifetime in the sam ples containing the dots. Nevertheless, the existence of a split between the quasi -Fermi levels corresponding to the conduction and intermediate bands has been suggested from analysis of the combined data from quantum efficiency and electroluminescence meas ure ments, suggesting that with improved ma te rials, the IB approach can yield improved efficiency. [45] [46] [47] 
Solar Cells Based on Quantum Dots: Multiple Exciton Generation and Intermediate Bands Conclusion
The relaxation dynamics of photoexcited excitons in semiconductor quantum dots can be greatly modified compared with the relaxation dynamics of free electronhole pairs formed in bulk semiconductors. Auger proc esses are greatly enhanced in quantum dots, and mul tiple exciton generation (the formation of two or more electron-hole pairs per absorbed photon, called impact ionization in bulk semiconductors) becomes very efficient, and enhanced photocurrents become possible.
Very efficient mul tiple exciton generation has been observed in PbSe, PbS, PbTe, and CdSe quantum dots; up to 3 excitons/ photon have been observed in PbSe QDs at photon energies greater than about four times the QD bandgap (HOMO-LUMO energy separation), and 7 excitons/photon have been reported for excitation at eight times the bandgap. Three types of configurations for QD solar cells are described here that could produce enhanced photocurrent, and the thermodynamic efficiencies for these new types of solar cells have been calculated.
QDs also provide a suitable workbench to study the operating principles of the IB solar cell. Although partial effects have been demonstrated (production of photocurrent for below -bandgap -energy photons and existence of a quasi -Fermi level split), the ultimate demonstration consisting of obtaining an improved photocurrent without voltage degradation remains elusive as a result of, among other factors, the poor absorption provided by the quantum dots. 
